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freeze frame is the first cocteau twins single released after robin guthrie left the band and the only one with no vocals from guthrie on it. instead, the title track is sung by the band's other vocalist, liz fraser, and it's an excellent example of her voice. take the song's name and it's impossible to mistake the influence it has on the song: it's a bit like
don't stop believing meets wish. this is an awesome track that would fit well on any cocteau twins album. it's got a melody that reminds me of some of the band's best, as well as that airy, chorusing guitar sound. there's a bit of a swirl it swings vibe, and that adds to the song's charm. the cocteau twins were signed to 4ad records in the uk, a label
that had previously released records by the cure and public image ltd. their early records were an utter blast of indie-pop bliss. there's a template for this music, of course, and the cocteau twins were a major part of that -- if only to make it hard to see where it all came from. the way the cocteau twins did things was completely different from what

came before. they had a knack for melody, a knack for arrangement, and a knack for having a knack. they also had a knack for formulating a sound that encompassed all these things. and, sure enough, it was a style that would soon be followed by bands like my bloody valentine and pixies, as well as other artists who were influenced by the
cocteaus. in the summer of 1988, the cocteau twins -- robin guthrie, liz fraser and simon raymonde -- were signed by 4ad. this all began when frasers brother, simon raymonde, had received a demo tape from an unknown girl named jenny hoyte. the cocteau twins, with their dark and brooding sound, were perfect for what robin was looking for at

4ad. he was hoping to make a dark, gothic album.
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